Ref No: ITQCR/GIGW/2018/03/WT/087/WQC Date: July 18, 2018

GIGW Quality Conformance and Compliance Statement

It is hereby declared that the website of "Education and Research Network (ERNET India), an autonomous scientific society under the Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY), Government of India URL: www.eis.ernet.in has been tested, audited and evaluated based on GIGW 2009.

It is stated that the website conforms and complies* with the all 115 quality requirements# of "Guidelines for Indian Government Websites (GIGW 2009) as on date July 18, 2018."

 Recommendation: It is recommended to conduct proactive assessment periodically, and ensure any new changes introduced on the application should undergo a GIGW assessment.

(Ashutosh Pathak)
Head-ITQCR

* GIGW 2009 Compliance subject to valid security certificate.
# 12 requirements are found “Not Applicable”.